Introduction
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) provide functional and anatomical information, respectively. In MEG, the sub-picotesla-level (< 10 -12 T) magnetic fields around the head generated by neuronal currents in the brain are measured with highly sensitive superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs), revealing the time evolution of cerebral activity. In MRI, a structural image of the head is obtained by measuring the magnetic field produced by the precessing magnetization after polarizing hydrogen nuclei in a strong magnetic field. We have combined MRI and MEG in one setup, using the same SQUID array for both modalities. A number of significan benefits from this combination and from the ultra-low-field MRI (ULF-MRI; measurement field ~50 µT) are expected. The simultaneous MEG and MRI will improve the registration of functional and anatomical data with the result of improving the accuracy of MEG source localization. ULF-MRI is inexpensive; it is quiet and safe; the device can have an open structure; T 1 contrast at ultra-low fields is far better than at high fields.
Methods
SQUIDs developed to withstand the relatively strong magnetic fields used in MRI were assembled on a helmet-shaped dewar surface. The prepolarization coil for MRI, built using superconducting multi-filament Nb wire, was placed within the dewar; a copper coil outside was used to zero the dipole and quadrupole moments of the prepolarization coil so as to reduce eddy currents in the surrounding walls of the shielded room when turning the magnet off. The measurement, gradient, and rf coils were built further away from the dewar to leave a large open area for easy patient access. The system was tested on phantoms and volunteer subjects.
Results
MR images and MEG signals from the human brain were successfully obtained; comparison with images from a highfield MRI system and with signals from a commercial MEG device confirmed the quality of the data.
Conclusion
We have built a hybrid large-array MEG-MRI system and demonstrated the feasibility of the methodology for practical use. For clinical or neuroscientific applications, still lower sensor noise and stronger prepolarization magnetic fields will be required.
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